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Why are salesforces in flux?
Covid-19 is an accelerator of change for salesforces,
not a cause of change.
The seeds of change have been growing for a long
time now. In 2014, we wrote a whitepaper “Death of a
salesforce” identifying 6 generic risks that threatened
to drastically re-shape B2B transactions.
Numerous other sources confirm the traditional
salesforce is under threat.
With so many salesforces in furlough, or forced to sell
remotely, it’s no wonder many sales leaders are
considering what team structure (if any) will make
them fit for the future.

“looking forward, companies see digital
interactions as 2 or 3 times more important
than traditional sales interactions”
McKinsey May 2020
“Consumers will shift their allegiance from
a trusted brand to a trusted AI assistant”
Harvard Business Review June 2018
“Transition from a reliance on traditional,
outside sales forces to a concomitant use of
inside sales personnel produces hybrid sales
structures that can accommodate online
buyer–seller interactions and also leverage
technological advances in sales automation
and business intelligence to boost sales
performance.”
Journal of Personal Selling & Sales
Management 2018

What are the drivers of change fuelling salesforce redesign?

1. Technology

Customer can get what they need faster, cheaper, easier
on-line. Traditional sales work can be automated.

2.Return on investment

Cost of sales force > profit generated by them
Competitive pressures on cost to serve

3. Social

Customers expect B2C sales / service.
They are used to multi-channel & want less sales visits

4.Legislation

Existing or future legislation will disrupt B2B transaction
Covid 19 rules prevent ‘traditional’ approach

5.Customer transformation

Substantial changes in customer base disrupt B2B
transaction model

6.Salesforce not strategically agile

Classic change resistance prevents swift strategy changes
OD factors create rigidity

Salesforce redesign themes
Many organisations are well down the track to creating new B2B models.
A customer-centric view helps define the most valued approaches

Change
headcount

Extend web
sales / services
model

Optimise blend of
telesales, field
and e-commerce

Redefine
roles

Automate /
augment sales
tasks

E-commerce
only

A 5 step process to restructuring your salesforce

Analyse buy/sell
dynamics as if you
are a start up.
What do customers
want?
What is actually
needed to facilitate
B2B purchases?

Generate multiple
go-to-market options
Can you transact
without a sales
force?
How can technology
help?
What hybrid
structures can you
think of?

Evaluate options
through strategy,
customer & HR
lenses
What are pros and
cons of each option?
What are the costs &
HR implications?
What do customers
think?

Implement
decisively!
How can you
transition
effectively and
bring the sales
team with you?
How to make any
cuts quickly &
painlessly?

Enable the new
team
How can you
provide the training,
support and
resources to ensure
excellent employee
engagement &
customer
experience

Effective salesforce redesign means first strategizing the best approach given <no restrictions> before making a
practical, workable HR solution based on the current strengths & weaknesses of the sales team

Managing salesforce redesign with HR at the forefront
Restructuring done badly creates pain. We advocate paying attention to
the ‘5 steps to making change’ mentioned whilst thinking about these
areas:
1. Understand the sales force role in your vision, strategy and priorities.
2. Understand the skills, experience and capability in the sales force
3. Map the customer landscape with the skills you have
4. Engage your salesforce with the vision and aspiration
5. Scenario plan with the sales force on the anticipated change
6. Collectively work through the implications and mobilise plan

7. Maintain consistent, open and transparent dialogue throughout

Do’s & don’ts for restructures
Do
1. Be clear on the rationale for change and facts, focus on the ‘role’ requirement.
Ensure you understand and follow any policies and procedures internally that
guide you through the process.
2. Be aware ‘consultation’ requirements depend on the size of change. Any
change to a role should be discussed with the incumbent ahead of any change.
3. Consult with employees, there will be a different processes for different
implications e.g. change to current role or elimination of role etc
4. Changes to benefits associated with a ‘role’ should form part of the consultation
process and follow company policies and timelines
5. Ensure you seek HR and legal advice, Redundancy legislation is complex and is
covered by statute and case law, with both determining employers’ obligations
and employees’ rights
Resources to help you include:
https://www.acas.org.uk/redundancy, https://www.gov.uk/redundancy-your-rights,
https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/fundamentals/emp-law/redundancy/factsheet

Do’s & don’ts for restructures

Do Not
1. Speak to any employee regarding a change to their role until you have clear HR
& legal advice and feel comfortable and confident with what to say
2. Get side tracked into dialogue with employees that diverts you from the
rationale for change and facts. Listen, take notes and feel confident to get back
to them once you have gathered an appropriate response.
3. Make any commitments until you have taken time to consider and consult with
HR or legal counsel
4. Forget there are people leaving that you handle with care, but there are also key
personnel remaining, engage with both well to retain talent and set the right
conditions for both to flourish moving forward.
5. Forget that implementing seamless change depends on the embedding of the
change, keep on going dialogue with impacted personnel frequent and two way.

Innovative sales approaches

Proximie helps
medical devices
companies support
surgeons in theatre.
Field reps become
remote expert
support staff

Digital Ocean serve
up highly targeted
content to
customers who need
software support,
advancing the sales
process without
human intervention.

Drift provide chat
bots that are capable
of filtering customer
chat conversations to
identify leads,
automatically routing
them to sales people

Hilti have set up their
sales force to help
customer order online. Targets and
incentives encourage
the 2 sometimes
competing channels
to work seamlessly.

How can we help you?
We believe that successful salesforce redesign
requires a careful blend of clear, strategic commercial
thinking, blended with excellent HR practices to
ensure people are fully on board.
The collaboration between Cosán Cróga and Selling
Interactions brings these two vital skills sets to you.
Rethinking salesforce design from the inside is hard:
We will bring multiple sector experience and a truly
external, objective viewpoint to help you forge a new
future.
We will take you through the 5 step structured
analysis & strategy process outlined here, using a
combination of tools, diagnostics, workshops and
leadership coaching to implement the future, now.

Tina is a change and culture
transformation expert, a
chartered fellow of the CIPD and
has worked across EMEA in a
multitude of industries. Her
passion for unlocking the power
of people implements seamless
change and impact.
Anderson is a sales excellence
specialist with over 20 years
consulting, coaching &
training experience. He
founded Selling Interactions as
spin-off from research done at
Warwick Business School.

The next step: Need help in transitioning your salesforce? Contact us!

Selling Interactions helps clients build world
class sales organisations using its ‘researchled sales excellence approach’. Working with
a team of 75 associates across Europe, Asia &
USA, we provide high impact training &
coaching in sales and business development.

Cosán Cróga helps leaders unlock hidden
‘human’ power, releasing it against a unifying
vision. Improving cost, efficiency, performance
and culture through organisational design and
development. Supporting change and
transformation to deliver higher performance.

Contact:
Anderson.hirst@sellinginteractions.com

Contact:
Tina@cosancroga.com

